
STATES
EXHIBIT

Interview - Peinald Clemons

Tni: is	 Jack iuelsmann an
tnveiator a;siono to ihe Internal
Affairs UlViiOn.	 The date is Aprii 97
1991. the time is 3:137 p.m.	 I am in City
Jail, 124 So. 14trt Street aoout to
conauct an interview with Reginald
R-E-G-I-t1--L-D Clemons  C-L-E-M-O-N-S.
Mr. Clemons is a ulack male. 19 years
old, his birthday is Au g ust 30, 1971, he
resides at 6616 Oarken (B-A-R-k--N),
Northwood, MO., home phone

Mr. Clemons is confined
o City-Jail on several felony cnarges
including two (2) warrants charging him
with Murder First Degree.

p

rip d

SOT. IUL:

Present in the room besides myself and
Mr. Clemons is Sgt. William Swiderski an
investigator assigned to the Internal
Affairs Division and Michael P. l(elly-
(K-E-L-L-Y), an attorney representing Mr.
Clemons. Mr. Kelly's business address is
6822 Olive Street Road, phone number
8-6-2-1-4-4-4. For the record Mr.
Clemons would ijou just go ahead and state
your name, please.

IS
	

MR. CLEMONS:
	

My name is Reginald Clemons.

MR. CLEtIONS:

SOT. HUELSMNN:

How were Sgt. Swiderski and myself
summoned to come up here to City Jail?

Uh, I had, I had mentioned to, I had
mentioned the abuse to a couple of people
that work up here.

With City Jail?

Yes.

In other words the two of us didn't come
Mere on our own, we were summoned here
pretty much at your request?

Yes.

And you wish to make a complaint
concerning the actions of some police
officers concerning your arrest?

SOT. HUELSMfNN.:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMtNN:

MEL CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSIIANN:

I
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MR. CLEMONS:

OCT. 1HUELSMr4N:

MR. CLEIIOIIS:

SOT NUELSrIANN:

Ml. CLEIIONS:

SOT. HLIELSMANN:

MR. CLEHONS:

SOT.. HUELSMAN1:

HR. CLMONS:

00Th. I-IUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUCLSMNN:

MR. CLEMQNS:

SOT. HUELSMNN:

MR. CLEMQNS:

SOT. HUELSIIANN:

HR. CLEMONS:

SOT. I-tJELSMAtiN:

MR. C1_EMOr4S:

Some detectives that were un
interrogating me, yes.

Do you know tnese detectives oy name?
1.

No, I do remember them by face.

By face? How many officers or how many
detectives were there that you are
talking about.?

Well there were two there at the present
time..

Now this would be .... where was this
that this action took place? Do you know
where you were?

I was in the Homicide Division, I believe
it was interrogation room one.

Interrogation room one? But you do not
know these detectives by name, right?
want you .... there were two detectives
we are talking about?

Yes.

I want you to in your own mind seperate
the two of them and I am going to ask you
questions to describe each detective
seperately. So just take one detective
and I'll ask you the questions about his
description, okay?

Okay.

Is he a white or black male?

White.

I said male, I assume male.

hale..

White male?

Yes.

About how old would he be?

Early thirty's or late twenty's.
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SOT. iUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONE:

SOT. HLJELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

1R. CLD1ONS:

SOT.. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. H1JELSMANW:

MR. CLEMUNS:

SOT. I-:UELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUEL.SMANN:

MR. CLEMONS

SOT. I-lUELSMAN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

/

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. I-rUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMA&INt.

M1!. CLDIUNS:

Do uou KnOW wrat co'or of hair he would
nave?

Brown.

Color eyes?

Grown.

How tall?

I'd say about 5'9.

His weight?

Somewhere around 210.

How would uou describe that general
build? Heavy, medium, thin?	 -

Heavy.

Did he have any facial hair?

Yes, a mustache.

Did he wear glasses?

No.

Did he ever identify himself to you by
name?

Yes.

You just don't remember?

No.

What would you say his general complexion
I 5?

Urn about fair (inaudible).

Not tanned, but fair?

Not deeply tan, no.

No. I'm sorry.

It was, he wasn't pale and he wasn't tan.
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SOT. HUELSI1ANN

MR. CLEtIONS:

'OCT. HtJELSMANN:

MR. CL.EMONS

SOT. HLIELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS

ST.. HUELSMANN

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUE:LSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. l-IUELSIIANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HLJELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMOfIS:

SOT. H1JELSMANN

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT lUELSr1ANN:

Just for the sake of tris interview, from
now on when uou are referring to this
detocl.ive as doing something, I want uou
to just call him numDer one Detective

number one.

O a y -

So that later on I'm not confused as to
who's doino what or who's saying what,
o k a y?

Okay.

Let's take number two. What's his race?

White male.

White male a gain? And his age?

Late thirty's early forty's.

And his hair color?

Gray brown.	 -

His eyes?

Urn I don't recall.

His heignt and weight?

I say about 5'7.

And his weight?

Urn 'bout 175.

How would describe his built then?

He was built just about the same.

I'm sorry, built about the same as the
other detective?

Yes.

Heavy?

Did he have any facial hair?

4
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MR. CLEiUNS:

SOT.. HUELSMiNN:

MR. CL.EMDNS:

SOT. HUELSI1NN:

MR. CL.EMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR.. CLEMONS:

SOT. EUELSMANN

Ye:, 'iiustacne.

Did he wear glasses?

Yes.

He did? Can you describe them?

Urn

the glasses..

Urn the frame didn't completely cover the
glasses.

Were they metal or

they were metal frames.

Like wire frames like I'm wearing?

Yes, but silver.

Silver wire frames?

With black lines and stuff.

Black lines?

Yes, black lines like, desi g n lines.

Did he ever tell you his name?

Yes.

Do you remember?

No, they only quoted their names during
the tape.

During the tape?

Yes.

So these officers, just like we're doing
right now taped recorded an interview
with you?

Yes.

Was it a audio tape like this or video
tape

SOT.. HUELSMNN.

M. CLEIIONS:

SGT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. l-lUELSMNN:

MR. CLErIONS:

SOT. HUELSr1NN:

MR. CLErIONS:

ST. I-lUELSMNN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMPNN:

MR. CLEMONS:

MR. CLEMONS:

SGT. I'IUELSMANN:

5
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MR. CL LE, 1O4S;

SLIT. HLJELSMENN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SGT. HLJrSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS

SGT. HtJ::LSMfiNN:

MP. CLEMONS:

SGT. HUELSMANN:

MR CLEMONS:

SGT. -(LI EL.SMANN:

(IlL CLENONS:

SGT. IILJEI.SMAN:

MR. CLENONS

SGT. I1IJELSMANN:

MR - CLEi'IONS:

SGT. -IUE:LSMANN:

it was uh. audio tape..

AuOio tape, so that there is no
misunertandirig the two detectives that
were in this interview room with you in
the Homicide Division, those were the two
officers that we are going to be talking
about.

Yet.

Right? The younger officer the one that
you said is in his late twent y 's early
thirty's

yes.

He's number one, detective number one,
the older detective who you say is in--his
late thirty's to early forty's, he'll be
detective two since we don't know what
their, names are at this point, okay?

Okay.

Why don't you in your own words just tell
us what happened.

Well I entered the interro g ation room and
they asked me to take a seat and I took a
seat and then they started asking me
questions about what happened on the
Chain of Rocks Bridge. And I told them
that I wanted to talk to my lawyer
first. So then detective number one he
got up and he slapped me in the back of
my head

Detective number one slapped you where?

In the back of my head.

Lhat did he slap you with?

The palm of his hand I beli eve, he was
standing behind me.

Was this while this taped interview was
going on? Or

-." no

•... before this?

6
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MR. C ^_ZVIONSZ	 t3fore.

SOT. 1UELShANN:	 I'm goin g just so there is no
mi sunderstanding Mr. Kelly, before this
interview took place, over in that other
office, did you remember me reading
you what is called the your warnin g
Constitutional Rights off this card?

1R. C1.EMONS:	 Yes.

SGT. HIJEL.SIIANN:	 w That you have the right to remain silent
and anything you say, can ana will be
Liseci a g ainst you in a court of law.

M R . CLEMUNS:

SOT. HL1ELSMANl':

MR. CLEMONS:

SGT. HUELSMANN:

MR. C1_EMONS

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. FlL.fl::LSMANN:

Yes.

You do understand I read you those -
rights?

Yes.

And you requested as a result of that Mr.
Kelly's presence?

Yes.

So you in effect right now, you're
waiving the ri ghts number one and two to
remain silent and anything you say can
and will be used against you in a court
of law, you understand that?

Yes.

And you are waiving those rights?

So, before the taped interview, detective
numoer one slaps you in the back of your
head with the palm of his hand?

Twice, yes.

Twice.	 What is he sayin g while this is
going on?

He asked, after he slapped me in the back
of my head he asked me did I still want
my lawyer. And he was also telling me
that if I didn't talk he was going to

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HLiE.LSMANW:

MR. CLEMONS:

SGT. HUELSMirN:

MR	 Cl_I 'iONS

7
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56T. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

951 HtIEL.SMANN:

ti1 tLUIONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

start Louncir' g me off the walls and
everything.

What is detective nunmer two doing wnhie
this is going on?

Well ne wa.3 sitting to my

Okay.

And detective number one I told him to go
ahead and then he sat down, and I told
and I told him I still wanted to see my
law;r. And then me said, oh you do
And then he started to stand up again and
I asked him what did he want me to talk
to me about and he leaned over on the
desk and said, I want to talk to you
about the two girls that were raped and
killed. And I told him I had nothing to
do with it.

That you didn't have anything to do with
it?

C
	

MR. CLEMONS:	 Yeah.

SGT. H1JCLSMANN: 	 You denied any involvement in the
incident for which you were arrested?

MR. CLEhQS:	 Yes.

SOT. HuE:LSMANN: 	 So go ahead.

HR. CLEMONS:	 And after a while they just I wanted to
keep silent and they proceeded to uh,
they proceeded, okay, one of them stood
up

SOT. IIUE.LSMANFI: 	 .... let's say, when you are saying they,
you're talking about both detectives

1

HR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN

MR. CL.EMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN

MR. CLEMONS:

- yes.

When you said, one of them stood up, you
know, which one number one or number two?

The one to my left.

Who's that?

Detective number two.

8
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SOT. illJLSMANN:
	

That's tne oir detective.

hfl. CL:JIDNS:
	

Ui ght.

SOT - 11tJELSMAiN:

t1	 LLl1ONS:

COT -

- CLEhONS

SGT. HUELSMANN

MR. CLEHONS:

SOT. LIUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

Just so I'm not confused.

Ana at this time they both were standng.

Okay.

And they told me to scoot back against
the wall. So I scooted back the wall

you were still seated at the time?

Ye.

They were standing?

Yes and I was told to sit on my hands, I
sat on my hands and then detective number
two slammed my head against the wall.

How did he do that, so ahead and sort of
explain to me how he slammed it.

He was standin g on my right at this time
and detective number one ... detective
number two was standing at my right,
detective number two was standing at my
left.

Detective number one is the younger one?

Detective... yes.

Detective number one?

He was standing to my left.

Okay.

Detective number two was standing to my
right.

Okay. Your head gets slammed against the
wall, how did he do that? This detective
the older detective two

right, he grabbed me by my neck and
slammed my head against the wall, twice.

SOT. 11LJE1sMANN:

CI_EMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HULLSMANH:

i'IR. CLEHONS:

SOT.

MR. CLI:MONS:

SOT. Hul;..LSHANJ

MR. CLEfIONS:

9
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SOT.. IIIJELSMANN:

MR. CLLMONS:

SG. IUELC1ANt'

MR. CLMOP'S:

SOT. FIUELSMANN:

MR. CL.EIIDNS:

SOT. HLiEL.SM(NN

- CLLlONS :

SOT. 1-IUELS MANN:

M. CLEMONS:

SOT. lIUELSMANN:

MR . CLEIIONS:

SGT. HLIELSMANN:

MR. CL.EMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLErIONS:

.CT. IlUELSi1N:

Cl_I_MONO

You said that you were seated and you
were told to put your flanas underneath
you, wflich detective told you that?

Detective number two

ihe oioer detective?

Yes.

And you did what he said?

Yes.

Why?

Uecause I just didn't want to act beat up
too much.

Why did you think he was going to do
that?

Because they had that look in their eyes
like they were going to.

Describe this look.

Well, well I wasn't too much looking at
detective number two because at first he
wasn't saying too much. And detective
number one he's acting quite hostile.
And he was like squenching his eyes at me
every now and then.

So detective two the older detective
tells you to put your hands underneath
you?

Yes.

Go ahead JUSt for the tape, go ahead and
I'll describe what you're doing but I
know you are handcuffed.

My hands were up underneath me like this
(demonstrating).

Undernetn y our thighs?

Yes.

10
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Ik	 SGT- ILUELMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SET. RLii.S1ANN:

MR. CL.CMCUS:

SOT. HUL:L_SMANN:

MR. CLEMONS

GOT. HIJEL$PIANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SGT . LJEL5MA!N

MR CL.EMONS:

Ik	 SOT. l-lUELShNN:

MR. CL.EMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

Out aurrq this time dia uou witnarw
your flartds from underneath your thighs
and try to neferd yourself?

No.

YOU kept them there?

, e':..

Sc the older detective, detective two
grabbed you by the throat and bangs your
head against a wall

-" yes.

Were you injured as a result of that?

Not physically evident, no.

When detective one earlier slapped you,
siapped you in the back of your head were
you injured as a result of that?

No.

Go ahead from there.

And then, they asked, they asked me was I
going to talk yet, and then, he grabbed
my neck again and slammed my head

you're saying he

detective number two, grabbed my
head again and slammed my head against
the wall about three times and proceeded
to choke me and then after he let me go

SOT HULLSMANN:	 .... how long do you think that was?

MR. CLEONC	 For about four seconds.

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 About four seconds?

Mr. CLErIOM5:	 yes. And then after he let rue go, he,
he. just Stood there and looked at up.
And then detective number one struck nie
in the chest.

SOT. HIjEI..Sr1AMN: 	 With what?

11
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MR. CLEMONS:
	

With Un, ris left nanu.

SOT. HUE1-SI1A!N:
	 With his left hand?

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. iU2LliAN

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. IUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONIS:

OCT. HL.iE.l_SMNN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. EIUELO MANN:

MR. CI_EMOMS:

SOT. I-IUELSMANN:

MR.. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

Yes.

Was a fist made, do you reme1oer or

- yes.

Where aid he hit you?

In the center of my chest.
(demonstration).

For the tape you're indicating the center
of your chest I would imagine a little
bit above what you would call your
solarplexus ....	 -

•... urn -.

.... right?

Right here (demonstrating), yes.

About five inches down from your chin
'line  your noci line.

Yes.

I'm just you know for the tape when you
point to something the tape doesn't know
what you're pointing to, okay?

Okay.

Go ahead.

And I've lost my place. And then

- . . - the older detective, detective two
from what if I recall correctly, slammed
your head up against the wall about three
times and then detective one (the younger
detective), punched you in the chest.

Yes sir.

Let me, just so that I'm not mis .... not
confused, what are they saying to you
individually, what is detective number

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

C	 SOT. HUE.LSMANN:

MR. CI...ErlOuS:

SIT. iI1JEL3MANN:

C-

12
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riR. CLEMONS:

SOT. UELSMANN

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. I-ILJELShANN:

MR. C1..MONS:

SOT. HUELSMAN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. I-tUELSNANN:

MR. CI_EhONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CI.EtIONS:

SGT. HUELStIANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT.

rii. OLEEIONS:

SOT. IULI_SMANN:

ii. CL.MONS:

one's .elling you or what's he saying to
you?

They were basically saying things like,
you're going to talk and

you're sayin g they, you're talking
about both of them?

Yes, they were both saying, they were
saying a bunch of different things. And
I rememDer at the beginning a couple of
things that went on here and there cause
after my head was slammed a g ainst the
wall a couple of times and stuff I was
basically dizzy and I couldn't see
straight.

Detective two is doing this?

At this time

I mean he's the one that is slamming
your head up against the wall

at this time, yes.

Okay.

And then, uh, there were saying different
things like, you still gonna keep quiet
and everything and you still gonna do
that TV junk and don't talk and they were
saying that uh, being stupid?

What do you mean being .....

being stupid, huh?

What do you mean by TV stuff? What do
you think they meant b y that?

I guess they were saying I was watching
too much TV or something like that.

Okay.

They proceeded to like hit rue in my chest
area and - ..

both detectives or just one of them?

Both detectives.

13
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SGT. ILlELSHA1N:

MR -

GT. -iUELSMANN:

MR. CLE1ONS:

SOT. FIUELSMANN:

MR. CLEiIONS:

SOT. Jt.iEI_SMANN:

MR. CL.EMONS

(	
SOT.

MR. CL.EMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

iiR. CL.EMONS

SOT. HiJEI..S IA. ANN

(

(-iw many times cc you think they hit
UO1J? Say number one. detective number

Detective numner one ne hit me about, uh,
about urn. I say about 16 or 17 timEs.

In the crest?

Sometimes in the chest, sometimes in the
head area.

Uh, go ahead and unbutton your shirt Do
you have any visible injuries as a result
of that?

No.

Pull uour shirt back .a little bit. And
you're going to show Mr. Kelly. Is that
a scar on your abdomen from some

- - - - no that's from a past incident.

I'm sorry?

That's from a while back.

I'm sorry?

This is from a long while back.

Oh, okay. How did this injury for the
tape recording there is about two inches
above his waist line on his abdomen on
the left hand side there is a what would
you say about a inch long scar type
injury, some type of scar. How did that
get there?

I don't really recall.

You don't recall. Not as a result of
your arrest by the St. Louis Police
Department?

Not to my knowledge.

Not to your knowledge, I mean you would
rernemer or you would, wouldn't you?

14
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HR. CLEi1ON:
	

Welt some of tre time I was raif
unconscious.

SGT. HL'LSMAhN:

- CLEriONS:

COT. HUELStIANN:

MI'-!. CLEhONS:

SOT. i-UELSriAr4N:

MR. CL.EMONS:

SOT. HUEi_SNtNN:

CLEMONS:

OCT	 IIIJE.I_StIANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUEI_SMNN:

1J... M 0  N S

SFT . FIUELSMAtJN:

You loss Corisciousnes: Gurira part of
this t.ime or you know before you said ucu
were dizzy.

I was dizzy sometime, sometime I was
1JflC0fl5 i OU.

Totally unconscious?

I couldn't really think straight or see.

How iong do yu think ... let me ask you
this, from the time that detective number
one initially slapped you on tne back of
your head, okay, that was the first
physical contact with you I assume, is
that right?

Yes.

Now you're . . -. both detectives are
punching you in the chest and in the
head, I believe you said, is that right?

yes.

How long is all this. How much, I don't
know if you got a watch on or a clack in
the room, but how long is all of this
taking place? How many minutes?

I don't have any idea.

No idea? You can guess to the best of
your knowledge.

45 minutes to an hour, I don't know.

So detective number one getting back to
where we left off, detective number one

yousaiø both detectives are hitting
you?

And then I asked you individually, you
said, detective number one hit you 16 or
17 times in the chest and head. What is
detective two csoing?

1R. CLEMUNS:

SOT. l-uJELSMENN:

is
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MR CLEhO1S:

SOT. HUELSMANN

MR.. CLEMONS:

SGT. 1IULLShANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HLJEI..SMANN

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. NUlLSMANN

Wei; in netween those 16 times ... 16-17
times lump sum., ne was flittin g me also.

Now this detective one the younger
detective, these 16 or 17 punches your
are takin g one ri g ht after the other or
would he hit. you once and wait a nin'jte,
hit you again, tell me.

Sometimes, he'd Just like hit me two or
three times in a row and then sometime
once at a time. It was like hitting me
off and on, you can say.

And detective numDer two?

Basically the same.

And it's just the two of them in the
room?

Yes.

Is the door to the interview room, do you
remember if it't opened or closed?

Closed.

Cloted?

Is anybody else come into the room during
this 45 minutes?

No.

Na. Okay, go ahead.

And after, and after 1 i ke after about
after all this going about, I say 'bout
15 minutes after all of this went on, we
were talkin g for about 15 minutes and
then, they wanted they were trying to
make me make a tape and admit to the
crime and everything.

Uh huh. You're saying they, I guess both
detecti ves.

Oath of them, yes.

So apparently they stopped hitting you
for 15 minutes and the three of you
continued to talk.

MR. CLEMONS:

SGT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

(
	

MR. CLEMONS

ATTY. KELLY:

SOT. HUELSMANN

MR. C1.EhONS:

C-
	 SGT. HUEI_SMANN:

16
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1V. CL.iONS:

SOT. IILJEL$MANN:

MR - CLEHONS:

SOT. IUELSrtANN:

HR. CLEMONS:

SOT. -!UELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS

SOT. HUELSMANN:

HR. CLSMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN

MR. CLCiIONS:

SOT. HUELSMANI'4:

HR. CLEMONS:

SOT. 1IUELSMANN:

SIP. CLEMONE3:

SOT. ISUELSiI(NN:

Yes, y ou could say that.

Go ahead.

And then I aidn't want to get hit any
more so I aureeo tu.nake the ti.Dc they
wanted me to .... they wanted me to agree
to fact that I had killed these people
andeverything. They wanted me to say
that I had pushed them off the bridge and
that I nad raped them and I had pulled
out a gun on (inaudible). Then, they
were trying to get me to admit to it and
everything, but I didn't

This was on .... this was while the tape
recorder was running or before all of
this?	 -

It was .... there were two tapes made.

There were two?

Yes.

I-Low long was tne first tape?

The first tape was about three ... about
three minutes long.

Now you know we've been talking now for
about 25 minutes just to let you get some
idea how long a tape might last. We
started this interview at what did I say,
3:13 I believe, so about 25 minutes.

So I

the interview was veru short.

Well I ... flaw, it was about considering
in comparison to this time, I said, it
was about 15 minutes.

About 15 minutes? And then they stopped
the tape?

Yes because in the first tape, I had he
read me my Ri ghts and I wanted to waive
my Ri g hts again.

I'ui sorry you did or you didn't?

17
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Mr. CLMONS:

SOT. HUELSiIANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HuI::LSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

(	 MR.

SOT. HlJLSMANN;

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MN.. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

C
SOT. l-IUELSMANN:

I clici.

You did Wdflt to waive ruur lflglit?

Yes.

So that their is no misunderstanding,
when you waive your Rights you are going
to go ahead and talk to us, you are going
to waive your Right to remain silent,
that's what I mean by waive.

Well I wanted to remain silent.

You wanted to remain silent?

Yes.

So you did not want to waive your Rights
and that's on the tape, the first tape?

Night. I wanted to remain silent

on the first tape?

Yes.

Go ahead.

And they kept proceeding with the tape
and everything. And I had already been
told what to say on the tape and
everything.

Who told you what to say?

Well it was written out. They had wrote
it down on paper and everything.

Who is they?

Well officer one had wrote it down on
paper at least on a note pad.

He told you, what did he do like make
little notes for you to .... what did he
write down?

He, he, he wrote oown a description and
everything.

Description of wriat?

18
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MR. CLEJIONS:	 He did like ... he wrote down the
aescription of what happen on the bridge.

SOT. I-IUELSHANN:
	

Did he let you read this?

MR. CLEMONS:
	

Well he wanted me to say it.

SOT. HIJEL$MANN:	 Well how would he, how would he get you
to say what happened up on the bridge?

MR. CLJMONS:	 They were beating me until I did say what
was on the tape recorder.

SOT. -1UE.LSMANN:	 I'm confused, you know like all three of
us like your attorney .....

ATTY. KELLY:	 .... can I talk to him for a second?

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 Sure, I'mgoing to stop the tape.

(DISCONTINUE TAPING)

SOT. HUELStIANN:	 The time is 4 ... 3:44 p.m., we stopped
the tape about 5 minutes ago. I was
asking you Mr. Clemons about the (pause)

MR. CL,MONS:

SOT. HUELSMAN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMAiU'!:

Sorry about that delay Mr. Clemons, I was
asking you about you said, detective
number one had made some notes on a piece
of paper and was somehow trying to get
you to say what happened on the bridge,
is that right? Is that what we were just
talking about?

And like, how do you mean say what
happened?

Well what I'm trying to get at is was it
a legal pad like Mr. Kelly has there?

Yes.

I mean did he write down like a scriptlike if you were in a play in school and
you are supposed to read what happen

MR. CLEMUS:	 .... yes

SOT. IiUELSMNN:	 .... like I just got down here in my
notes, number one you know, slapped you
know, my notes, slapped palm twice you

19
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C denied • rwniuerTlent. you know like real
brief little things just to refresh my
rnemoru. What did this piece of paper
have written	 . t that made UO'j ay that
thee detectives were trying to get you
to au what happened on the bridge. In
other wor, what ws writtn on the
paper?

M". CLEMUNS:	 .... what it is they nad wrote some stuff
down on the paper .......

SOT. HIJELSMANN:	 Sorry for that delay. We were
interrupted for a few seconds, go ahead
Mr. Clemons.

What it was was he had wrote down, he had
wrote down, like you said, story down on
a piece of paper. And had me to read
over it and and read over and he wanted
me to say this on the tape.

Was this type written or handwritten out?

Handwritten.

And he wrote it?

Yes.

When did he write this?

He wrote this in my, presence, inside the
room.

When during the interview process did he
write this. We're talking when I say he,
we are talking about the younger
detective, detective one.

Yes.

Yes so what ... so when during this
process did he write this down?

He wrote this down before the first tape
recording.

Just before?

Not just before, it was uh, reviewed and
went over, over and over again so that I
remfrnI:)ered it and everything.

20

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

C	 SOT.

MR . CL.EMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLMONS:

SOT. HUILSMANN:

MR CLMaNS:

SOT. HLJELS MANN:

MR. CL1i..MONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:
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SOT.. IlULO1ANN:	 Who's reviewing this with you? Which
detective?

MR.. CLEMUNS:

SOT. HLJFLOMNN:

MR. CLEtIONS:

SOT. l-C1JELSt1NN:

MR. CLEMiNS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

M. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUE SMANN

MR. CLE1ONS:

SOT. I-IiJEL9MtNN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HLIELSMANN:

MR. CL.EMONS

Sot. HLIIILSMANN:

MR.. CLEMONS:

Detective uh, one.

And what is d g tctive two doing?

He's sitting back watching and
everything.

If you remember what specifically was
written on this piece of paper?

It was stuff like, it was stuff like him
trying to get me to admit to murdering
them and everything.

What did it say, do you remember?

It was urn, it said, that I and my friends
had attacked them and raped them and I
was the one that pushed them off the
br idge.

How long was this, how many sheets of
paper were these notes on?

It was like half way down a sheet of
paper like this (demonstrating).

One sheet of paper half wa y down?

(Inaudible).

What ever became of this piece of paper,
do you know whatever happened to it?

No.

No? Were you allowed to look at this
piece of paper during the first tape
recording?

No -

No? I guess there was a second tape
recording you made.

Yes.

Were uou allowed to look at this piece of
paper during a second taped interview?

SOT. HUELSMANN

MR. CLEMONS:

21
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MR. CLEMOS:

SGT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

scr. NLJELSMANN:

MR. CLEHONS:

SGT HUELSMANN:

MR CLErSONS:

SGT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SCI. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS

SCT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEIIONS:

SOT. HUELStIANtJ:

MR.. CLEIIC)NS:

It wa a ... it was cnew piece of paper
made out because I was refusing to admit
to murderingsomeone.

Who filled out the new piece of paper?

Detective number one.

Not detective number two?

Right.

What du it sag on 1 16 di,'frcr, thn th
first piece of paper?

It said, that I had restrained, and raped
one of the girls. And restrained the
male that was with them. 	 -

Number one, detective number one wrote
this out?

Yes.

Now just .... now I'm going to refresh
our memories that you said at one point
while you were up against a wall in a
seated position, both detectives took
turns punching you at various points, is
that right?

Yes.

And then there was about a 15 minute
period of time where they did not hit
you, the three of you carried on
they continued questioning you but
without a tape recording going on for
about 15 minutes.

Yes.

And then they started a tape recording
during which (the first tape recording)
during which you refused to waive your
rights to remain silent. In other words,
you did not make .... want to make any
incriminating statements, is that right?

Right.
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GT - IIIiEL.SMANN;	 Did they hit you at all curing this
period or time or did the hitting of you
cease the 15 minutes before that? In
other words, was that all there was t
the .. to y ou being beaten?

MR. CLEMONS:	 No

SGT. HLIELSMANN:	 No? There was more later on?

HR. CL.Ei1OIlS	 After the first tape was made.

SOT. HLlELSMiNN:	 Okay, there was a first tape and you
said, how long did you sajj that the first
interview went on the tape recorded
interview.

MR. CLEMONS:	 About 15 minutes.

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 15 minutes then they stopped the tape

MR. CLEMONS:	 Yes.

SOT. HUE1SMANN:	 Was it a tape recorder like this, this
Sony tape recorder?

MR. CLEMONS:	 Similar, yes.

SOT. HLJELSMiNN:	 Similar?

MR. CLEMONS:	 It was a small compact tape recorder.

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 Okay, What happened after that interview
was concluded between you and the two
detectives?

MR. CLEtIONS:	 After that interview was concluded,
detective two which was the older guy

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 .... uh huh

MR. CLEMONS:	 .... he said, throw that piece of
(inaudible) .. away.

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 Throw the piece of what?

MR. CLEMONS:	 Throw that piece of shit away.

SOT. HtJELSMANN:	 Refer ing to what?

MR. CLEMONS:	 The tape.

23
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SOT. IUELSMANN:

Pv. CLEMUNS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

?1}	 CLED1S:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEiIONS:

SOT.. I-IIJEL.SMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. l-lUELSMNN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. I-1UELSANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

OCT. HUEL.SMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HLiELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR CLEtIONS:

SOT. IIUELSMANN:

MR. CL.EIIONS:

36T. ;-IUEI_SMANN:

The act

Yes.

A cassette?

s&:d, its no cocd

Who is he talking to?

He was talking to detective number one.

Was there any other ... did any other
oeter tives come in durin g this period of
t i me?

No.

Did anu of these detectives leave the-
interview room?

Detective number two left -

left?

periodically and came back.

After the first tape was concluded?

The never left during the tape.

During the tape, but when it was
concluded?

Yes.

And they did

.... uh, after the first tape was
concluded he said, throw that piece of
shit away and then he, he left out of
there and the other ... he was taking the
tape out of the tape recorder.

Who is he?

Detective number one.

He took the cassette out of the recorder?

Yes.

What happened to that?
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MR. CLEMONSt

SOT. UEL$i1NN;

hr.. CLEMONS:

SOT. l-UJELSMANN:

hR. C!_EMONS:

SOT. I-IUELSMANN:

MR. CLEiIONS:

SOT. FIUEI_SNANN:

SOT. KUELSMANN:

MI . CLEMONS:

SOT. HUCLSMANN:

M. C1_LMONi3:

SOT. 1JEL51ANN:

Mi. CLEHONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

I oon't know thou took it out of the
room.

They too< -C out of ,,ne room?

Ye:.

They?

Urn, detective number one took it out of
the room and uh, I don't know what happen
to it after that.

What else happen before the second taped
interview was done?

They ... they uM, they started to beat me
up again.

Now individually when you said, they, I
want you to take them individually and
tell inc what's detective number one doing
now.

Well detective number one he was standing
behind me with his weight pressed down on
my shoulders.

Pardon, what? Are you -

i was sitting still.

You were seated

closer

in a char

closer to the table.

Close to the chair? What's he do?

He, he uh, came up behind me and he uh,
put pressure ... put the pressure of it
of his uh, weight on my shoulders.

How does he do that?

Well like

CIOyou have any objections to his
u cmonstratirq on ... hr. Kelly?

MR. CLE:IIONS:
¼

SOT. IltJELSP1AiiN:

MR. CLLMONS:

(
	

SOT. NUELShNN:
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AITY. KELLY:	 No, no, no it's alright.

SOT. HUELSMN:	 Just sc I u'ioerstand what he's

MR. CLEt10tS:	 ..... he was like pushing down on my
zou1drs (dernonstratig).

SGT- i-UELSMAiTh:	 For the tape recording, was he doing this
with one hand or two hands?

MR CLEtIONS:	 Both.

SOT. HLIfl_SMANN:	 Both hands. For the tape recording
you're pressing . . -. you're using your
hands and pressing down on Mr. Kelly's
shoulders

NR. CL.E1ON3:	 . . . . yes.

SOT. HU!LSMArN:	 So detective number one is doin g that on
your shoulders

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUJL.Sr1ANN:

yes ....

pressing down with his hands? Is
that .... go ahead you can sit down. If,
if that's all ....

and doing this time, he said, you're
going to have to cooperate sooner or
later.

Was this pressing down on you is it
hurting you in any way?

MR. CLEMUNS

(

	
SOT. HLtELSMANN:

C-

MR. CLEMONS:	 Urn no.

SOT. HUlLSMNN	 How long does he do this?

MR. CLEMONS:	 For about urn, 30 .. 30 seconds
(inaudible).

SOT. HUELSrIANN:	 Mnd he is telling you what?

MP. CLLMON5:	 You're going to cooperate sooner or
later.

SOT. liE!	 iNN:	 What is detective two doing?

MR. C1.D1OHS	 Detective two is not in the room at the
time.
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c.r	 iIUELiiANN:

hR. CLEhONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLLMOi!S:

SGT. HLJIiLIANN:

i11. CLErI(DNS:

SOT. RUELSriANN

lR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HLJELSMANN

MR. CLL1ONS:

SOT. HuI:LSFIANN:

HR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELStIANN:

MR. CLEMONS;

SOT.. HIIELS1IAHN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HIJELSMANN:

Q. CLEiONS:

SOT. HLJLSfIAIThl:

MR - CL.h:HONS:

SOT. HU(LSMANN

-ie: rot in t  e roomV

R I g h t.

Detective one I think you said, he left
with tne cassette . . -.

right..

and then he comes back and then I
guess detective two leaves.

Detective two hadn't come back yet.

Tney left you in the room ty yourself for
a while?

Yes.

Oka y , I didn't know that, go ahead. So
detective one is pushing down on your
shoulders, detective two is not in the
room.

Right.

So co ahead from there.

And then he let go of my shoulders and he
sits on the edge of the table to my left.

Who's this?

Detective number one.

Okay.

And then detective number two he comes
into the room and says that urn I'm
pissing nim off. He wants to kick my ass
real bad ... (inaudible).

This is number two?

Yes.

What's, what's he saying?

He wants, he says that I'm pessin g him
off, ne wants to kick my f.ing ass.

What are y ou saying to this?

2?
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(	 I1	 CLE1OWS	 I'm not saying anything.

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 Are you seated now in the roam?

MR. CLEMONS:	 Yes.

SOT. lL'zLSMN?	 Go ahead.

MR.. CLEMONS	 And then they was tellin g me that I was
going to make another tape and
everything, I told them that I didn't
want to. And they were saying that I was
going to and then they told me to stand
up next to the chair and I stood up next.
to the chair and then I was nit in m
side.

SOT. HuELShA.lN:	 Who, who hit you in your side?	 -

MR. CLEhONS:	 I think It was detective number

SOT. HUELShtNN:	 This is Sgt. Jerome Dampier from the
Internal Affairs Division, he's just
bringing over ..... I'm going to stop the
tape.

CWe were again interrupted for about a
minute, the time is 3:58 p.m.

We were talking about ... where did we
leave off?

11I. CI_EMONS:	 Urn when detective

SOT. iIUELSMANN:	 ... detective two comes back into the
room and he says you're really beginning
to piss me off.

Ml. CLEMONS:	 And said, I want to kick his fucking ass
real ba'i.

SOT. 11UELSMANN: 	 And then you get hit. You said, you
pointed to your left side and said you
got hit.

MR. CL.EMONS:	 I got hit in my left sioe.

SOT. IIUELSMANN:	 Who hit you and with what?

MR.. CLEMONS:	 I believe it was detective number two.

(...	 SOT. 1-11JEI_SMANN: 	 Detective number two, the older detective
hit you. What he hit you with?

20
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MR - CL.EiIONS:

SOT. rlUiLShANN.

1R. CLt1CNS

351. HULLShANi:

MR. CLEMOi'!S:

SOT. -1LJELShAN:

MW. CLLtiONS:

SOT. HUfLSMñNN:

MR CLEMONS:

SOT. HUEI_SMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT IIUELSMA!N:

MR. CL 'EM ONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUEI_SMANN

MR. C_L(NS:

SOT. UELSMANN:

MR. CLEMUNS:

SOT. H1.JELSMANN:

I think it was his fit.

br the tape recordc-r, you pointed to
your left rib cage, left sice, right?

Yes.

Go ahead. What happens from there?

And then detective number one he steps
over to the ri g ht side. And I knew what
was going to happen again and

you knew waht was going to happen
again?

I was going to g et beat up again.	 -

And then what happens?

Andtheri detective number one he takes a
swing and he hits me in my chest, right,
right here (pointing).

You're pointing up in the upper part of
your' right chest

Yesi.

He hit you with what, again?

He hit me with his fist

All this time now Mr. Clemons you're
being hitby the police with their fist,
or the palms of their hands; you haven't
mention anything yet about being hit with
any other objects, is that right?

R i ght.

Okay.

I wasn't hit with any other objects.

You were never hit by any other objects
at all?

es ides the wall.

The wall when your head was shoved up
against the wall.

29
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SOT. 1-t(.JELSMAP.lj'1:

MR.. CLI-MONS:

SOT. HJELSMANN:

HR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEHONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CL.EIIONS:

SOT. HtJfLSMANN:

(	
MR.

SOT. HLJELSMANN:

MR. CL.ErIONG:

SOT. HUELSHANN:

MR CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUEJ_SMANN:

It was more like stammeo up ana Inst the
wall

Okay.

The wall	 are pded, like with ceiling
tiles ... the ola square ceiling tiles.

Ri q nt. The walls have those on there.

Yes.

Tiles.

Yes.

So what happens from that point?

And then from that point I get slapped in
the head from mu left side by detective
number two.

How many times does he slap you?

He slapped me once.

0 ii ce?

Yes.

Go ahead.

And then I was asked was I gonna make a
tape and I told him again I'm not going
to admit to a murder.

What are they saying to you?

Well in my eyes they're telling me they
are going to make me admit to this crime.

Like you say in your eyes, do you
remember what they are really saying to
you?

Yes.

What?

They were saying a bunch of different
things like, I'm gonna ... at first they
were telling me I'm going to talk and

C
MR. CLEMONS:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEIIONS:

-F.
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SOT. H1JZLSMANN;

m li - Cl_EM O1S

SOT. llUE1.S1110NN:

MR. CLEMONS

SOT. HUELSMANN:

HR. CL.EMONS:

ST. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEHONS:

SOT. HLJELSMANN:

MR.. CLEMONS:

SGT. HUI:LSrIANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SGT. HUELCMAliN;

CL EM U N S

everything and I didn't uant to talk so
tnen triey JUst was beating me and then
they made me make the first taoe, then,
tnat tare they said, that tape wasn't any
good because I said on the tape tha. I
wanted to remain silent.. And I wanted to
talk to my lawyer.

So they even,uaIly do a second tape?

Yes.

Now between the first tape and the second
tapc. can 'ju estimate how long from the
conclusion of the first tape when they
stopped the first tape and wnen they
started the second tape, how long do you
think the time span was?

Uin, about hour and a half.

About an hour and a half? The twoof
them or inaividually, their talking to
you doing this time.

Yes.

You said that both of them punched you in
the chest during this time period, right?

Yes.

How many times do you think they hit you
between interviews?

In my chest?

Liii huh, or any where?

Well between the two interviews, I'd say
I was hit about 9 .... 1 don't know.

Nin e?

I wasn't counting or anything. I'd say

How hard are they hitting you?

Well, they wasn't hitting me ... they
wasn't hit me very hard as I can tell,
they were like hitting me like it hurt
pretty badly, it hurt.

.7.1

SOT. HuI:LSMANN:

- CLEiIONS:
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CLE1ONS:

SOT. 1-IUELSMANN:

• CLEIIONS:

SOT. HUELSM ANN:

MR - C1..E1IONS:

SOT. 1JELSiANN:

MR. CL.EHONS:

MR. CLEMUNS:

SOT. KUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

it hurt?

Yes.

Are you seated during most of the tirnes
Uou are being hit'

Well I was seated and standing.

Were you handcuffed at the time?

No.

No? What did you do to defend yourself?

Noth ing.

Nothing? Why not?

Because I figured if I started swinging
on the officer, then I would most likely
et jumped on by more than just the two.

You know, now you were arrested what on
yesterday you were arrested?

No.

The 7th.

It was on Sunday..

On Sunday you were arrested?

Ye .

So what time was it that all of this was
taking place? Shortly after you

it was

were arrested?

It was between the time of five and about
ton point five.

Between 5 p.m.

".. yes ....

... and 10:45 p.m.?

C-
SOT. HUELCMANN:

CLLiIONS:

SGT. HUELSiANN:

SGT. HUELSMANN:

(

MR. CLEMONS:

SGT. HUELSMANN:

MR, . CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS

SOT. I-IUEI.SMANN:

SOT. lIUEL.SMcNN:

• CL.Ef1ONC

SGT.. Hi1AtiN:
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ii. CL.EiIONS:

Sd. HLIELSMAWN:

MR. CLD0NS:

SGT. HUi.LSMANN:

MR. CL.EMONS:

SGT. HUELSMAWN:

MR. CLEIIONS:

SGT. l'UELMANN:

MR. CLtZtIONS:

SGT., 11UELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS

SGT. HUCLSMANN:

L EMOUS

Yes.	 -

So you do a second interview, is that
ri ght?

Yes.

With these two detectives?

Yes.

No other detectives were present, during
the second interview?

No.

The second tape recording? Tell me about
that interview as far .... you said that
they had written down

This is side two of the interview with
Reg inald Clemons. The time is 4:06 p.m.

And we were talking about the second
taped interview and you had said, that
one of the detectives had made some other
notes on a piece of paper during
before this interview, is that right?

Before the second interview, yes.

Which detective was that?

Detective number one.

And he's the same detective that made
notes for you to look at before the first
tape interview?

Yes.

Now this was two different notes?

Yes.

And you were allowec to review the notes,
both pieces of paper, you were allowed to
look at these, right?

Yes.

So, what happens in the second
taped I n.erv i ew?

MR. CLEMONS:

SGT. HUELSIANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

HUELSMANN:
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M1. CLEMONS:

S(I: HU_SM(i''t:

- CLJ-JiONS:

SOT. HUEI.SriMN:

MR -

SOT . I JLLSMHN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SGT. HULSMNN:

MR. CLEMIJNS:

SOT. tlUELMThN:

MR. CLEMONS

SGT. HUELSMhN

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN

Ml. CLEIIONS,:

SOT. HUELSMAVJN:

MP. CLEMOHS:

in the second taped Interview I .... it.
was saia, that I had re.	 I mad like
rcst.rained the male and I had raped one
of the females.

''cu're saying this on tape?

Yes.

How are uau being told to say this?

It was already prerehearse
prerelearsed. It was I ... it was
prettud oct.

Prestudiect from this paper?

Yes.	 --

And these detectives, what are they
telling you about this? I want you to
specifically tell me how this rehearsal
for these interviews took place?

Well I was .... he read it off to me and
then told me to read it off to him and
then it was set there in front of me,
just in case I forgot where I was. And
he asked me a couple of questions, he
asked me questions throughout it about
uh, story and everything.

Which detective is doing

detective number one

He's doing most of the talking during the
interview?

Yes.

Detective number two ever ack you that?
Any questions?

He doing neither interviews he's not
doing too much talking.

He's present but it's mainly detective
number one?

Yes.
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SOT ilUEL.5Mt'N:

MR. lLUiONS:

SOT. tt.lELCMfNN

MR. CLEi!IONS:

LOT. I-UEANH:

MR. CL1MONS:

SOT. l-UELhANN:

MR. CI_EliOS

SOT. ELL1ELSMANN

MR. CL.EMONS:

SOT HLJEI_SMANH:

MR. OLEMONS;

SOT. HLIELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS

SOT. HLJEL5MANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. lIUELSMiThH:

MR. CLEIIONS:

SOT.

The younger detective?

Yes..

Are you reading this piece of paoer?

No n't reelly

Did he ever make ... no? Did he ever
make references to it, that you remember?

Urn, at the beginning of the tape he
mentioned the piece of paper and he said,
he told ... he asked me ... he said, did
y ou, is the statement on this paper in
fact yours, and I said, yes.

What paper? He's talking about this?

Yes. The story that is on the paper.

Is this a white piece of paper or legal
or like a yellow legal pad?

It's a pad like that. (pointing to Mr.
Kelly's legal pad).

Did it have like official printing up at
the top of it?

Urn, riot that I recall.

Did you make a written statement a
handwritten in your own handwriting a
statement concerning this incident?

No.

Ho. But he mentions, detective number
one mentions on this tape, the tape
recording is going, right?

Yes.

He ask you if some written statement is
accurate, referring to that piece of
paper?

Yes.

On .... to the best of your knowledge the
tape recording is going

I1
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(	 MR .

SOT. HUE L5hAN:

MR. CLr1ONS:

SOT. HL.iELSMAlN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT.. UiiELSrAlN:

MR. CLEriONS:

SGT. HU1LSMANN:

MR. CLE1ONS:

SOT. HUELSNANN:

(	
MR.

SOT. HUELSNANN:

ATTY. l<LLLY:

MR. CLENONS:

SOT. IIUELSMANN:

MR. CLEhONS

SOT. HUEI_SMNN:

MR. CLE1OWS

SOT. HUE,LSr1(NN:

• . . .

I mean this, you can't see it . but that
red li g ht on tnat tape recorder, I don't
know if uou were

- - - -	 i. can see it.

Well was there

the tape recorder was going at this
time-

It  was?

Yes.

How long did the second interview last?

About urn, 3 ... 40 minutes.

I'm not privy to what you said during
this second interview, okay? Did you
confess to these crimes?

Yea.

I want to make it clear that he confessed
only because these officers were
insisting that he confess, is that
correct?

Yes.

Well the reason why 1 asked that is I'm
going to ask you why you confessed?

Because I was being beaten. They were
beating me up.

Did you make a s.atement about being
beaten on either one of these tapes?

On the first tape I was ... I had
mentioned I didn't want to make the
tape. On the first tape I had made
ieveral comments.

I'm ¶3orry on the first tape.
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MR. CL.EMONS:

SGT.. HUrLSMANN:

R. CL.E10NS:

SGT. HUELShArr

Yes, I had mentioned that I wanted to
remain silent, I mentioned that I wanted
to ¶Ce my lawyer and I mentioned that 1
was forced to make this tape.

And the second tape, did you make any
tatement like that?

No.

Did they ask you something similar like I
asked you this in the beginning of the
tape that you were here talking of your
own free will

MR. CLE?'IONS:	 .... yes

SOT. 1tJEi..SMiNN:	 .... did the y asked you something about
that -...	 -

MR. CLEMONS:	 ... yes

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 .... on the second tape?

MR. CLEMONS:	 Yes.

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 What did you say about that?

IR. CLEMONS:	 I said, yes.

SOT. HUELShNN:	 Even though you had been beaten by these
detectives, if I recall correctly you
were hit by these detectives

[I

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUEI_SMANN:

MR. CLDIONS

SOT. HUELSMitiNN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. swIriERsi<I:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT., IIUELSMANN

• -. yes ...

I don't know over 20 or 30 times over a
period of hours

-. if I was to say no, they would have
beat me some more.

So that's why?

Yes.

Did y ou ever sign any papers with this
handwrittna on it?

I, I was told to sign the tape and sign
the pictures.

P ictures?
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[I
R. CLErIONS:	 re.

GT. HL'L3l1ANN:	 You mean lik2 photographs7

M::. CLEMONS:	 Yes.

SOT. HUELShANN:	 What photographs were those?

MR. Cl_EfCNS:	 Of the victims.

SOT. liUELhANN:	 Oh, they let you look at the photographs
of the victims?

M. CLEiIONS:	 Yes.

SOT. I1UELSMANW:	 What victims was those?

MR. CLEMONS:	 The victims from the Chain of Rocks
Or i dge.

SOT. H1JELSMñWN:	 And y ou sign I guess the back of the.
pictures?

MR. CLEMONS:	 Yes.

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 And you signed some other .... you sign
piece of paper that you talked about
earlier that detective number one. wrote
out for you?

MR. CI_ENONS:	 No I didn't sign a piece of paper.

SOT. HUELSiIANN:	 You didn't? I thought you said you
signed a piece of paper?

MR. CLEiIONS:	 No.

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 Oh.

ATTY. KELLY:	 You said, you signed a tape. Where did
you si g n the tape at?

MR CLEMONO:	 I signed it across the top of the hack,
like whore that 8 B 1 is.

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 You're pointing to the tape that is
presently in the tape recorder that is
side 'B' of the tape, you siqnea
somewhere along those lines right there?

L	 MR. CLE1OrlS:
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SOT. JL91ArN:	 Did you do that on the first tape?

rR. OLEMONS:
	

No

SOT. HUELSMAJN	 You don't know do you ... well they took
tne first tape out of the room?

M. CLMOI4S:	 Yes

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 Which detective was that?

MR. OLEi1ONS	 Detective number one.

SOT. HUELSMANN:	 Wio brings a new tape back in? I
shouldn't say new because we don't know
if it's new or not, it could be the same
tape, I don't know; but, they bring in a
tape (a cassette tape) back in.

MR. CL.EMONS:

SOT. HUILSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUEI_SMANN:

MR. CL.EMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

OCT. tIUELSMANN:

Yes.

Did you sign the first tape?

No.

But you si gned the second one?

Yes.

As far as being beaten by these
detectives, was the beating that you took
from these detectives being punched and
being pushed on against your shoulders
between the first interview and second
interview, is that all the times these
officers (these two detectives) struck
you? tjetwecn, you know that was the last
times between the two interviews?

It was, you can say that they struck me
before each interview.

Right, I'm saying after the first
interview was concluded

MR - CLEiIONS:	 .... yes

SOT. HUELSMANi1:	 .. and the second interview was
started, you said, that was what? About
a 45 minute time period between the two
interviews?

- CLEMONS:	 ( Inaud i b I e )
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(
SGT. luJELGr MA NN :

	 And they hit you occasionally, curing
tnoe 45 minutes.

MR. CLEtIONS:
	 Ye-

T. HUELSMAN'J	IJoth detectives. Was that ... did they
after the second interview was concluded
was there anything that went on after
tnat, after the second interview?

MR CLEiIONS:	 No.

SOT. UELShANN:	 )o y ou know which detective took you
downstairs to Prisoner Processing when
you were booked?

MR. CLEMONS:	 I wasn't immediately took downstairs.

C

SOT. HUEI..SHANN:

MR	 CLEhO1.!S:

SOT. HUELSMAMN:

MR. CL.EMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

What happen to you after the second
interview?

After the second interview, one of the
detectives gave me these .... well it was
like these, these, one of the detectives
gave me these clothes and my clothes were
confiscated, I don't really recall when
these clothes were given to me. Out, urn,
then I was put in the holdover cell that
was like ... it was on the same floor
within, maybe you could say within the
same office; same office area.

Were these two detectives that we have
been talking about the only detectives
that dealt with you that night?

For the first 10 minutes there was
another detective, but there was no
punches thrown at me, at that time.

By a third detective?

MR. Ct.EMONS:	 There was a third detective, but at that
time there was nothin g happening.

SOT. l-RJEI_SMANN:	 But it was basically the two detectives
that you were talking about?

MR. CL.EMONS:
	

Yes.

SOT. HLJEI...3N:
	

This third detective we are talkin g about
describe him, is he white or black?
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a white male, and I bl ive ne wears
aiases I don"t have a clear aescripton
of him.

Can you rememeer how old he is?

Uminem it's hard to say. He was

about how old?

I'll say his late 20's.

Height and weight?

About 5'6.

Weight.

He was I'll say about 150 maybe.

How would you describe his built?

Little slightly-chubby.

His hair color?

I don't recall.

You don't remember? His eyes?

His eyes were uh, I don't really recall,
he wears g lasses though.

Mustache, if you remember?

lJminmrn naw, he wasn't in the room for too
long. He was in the room at first when I
first got there.

At the very beginning?

Yes.

Did he ever tell you his name?

No.

Is there anything you would like to add
to this interview? Anything that I
should have asked you but haven't?
Anything else at all?

MR. CLrrOHS:

SGT.. HUELSMA:

MR. CI_ZrIONS:

SOT. HUEI_SMANH;

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMRNN:

MR,. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSNANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEHONS:

SOT. HUEL9MANN:

MR. CLMONS

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS;

SOT. HUELSMANN:

t1I. CI_EMONS:

SGT. HUELSMANH:

MP. CLEMONS:

SOT. k1JE1_SMANN

MR. CLEMONS:

sor . FflJEL ISM ANN
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Umm no.

Seraeant Swiderski?

I have nothing.

Mr. Kellu?

No.

We are cioina to conclude the interview
with Reginald Clemons, the time is 4:18
p.m.

(	 MR. CLMQN:

5c-r. H1JELSMANH:

SOT. SWIDIR9<i:

SOT. EUELS MANN:

ArTY. i<ELLY:

SOT. HlJal_SMAt!N:

1*	 *	 *	 i*	 *

SOT. l-ILIELSMANN:

MR.. CLEMONS:

SOT. FIUELSMANN:

MR. CLEMONS:

¶iGT. HUF-15MANN:

This is a initiation of the interview
that we just concluded with Reginald
Clemons. The time is 4:25 p.m., oop.

We are still in the City Jail and after
the conclusion of our taped interview
that we did when we concluded just a few
minutes ago, you told myself and Sgt.
Swiderski something else, you said that

what interview room were you in?

I believe, I was in interview room 2.

Interview room 2..

Yes.

And another person who was arrested for
this offense, what's his name?

Marlin Gray.

Had you seen him in the Homicide
Division, at all that evening?

You saw hint once.

You saw him once, so you knew he was
there?

'res.

What did you just tell me?

That I was in urn tne homicide room two
ana he was in homicide room One.

(
MI: !	 cI_I:MoNs:

SOT. HULSMANN:

MR. CL.EMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

- CLE.MONS:

SGT. HUJ:LSMANN:

L
	

MR. CLEMQNS:
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SOT. I-(uFLShANN:

MR. CL;...hO1'.S:

SOT. HIJELSMAHN:

1R. CLEHONS:

SOT. ItLJiLSMNN:

hR .. CI.jJiONS

SOT. HUILSMANN

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

H. CLEMOS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

MI. CLEIIUNS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

A1. CLErIDNS:

SOT. HUELSMAN1:

MR. CLEMt9:

SOT.

One. horn an 1.101.j icnow that?

1nterraation room one, because they are
side by side	 to mu inow ledge, he was
in the room that I was in before and
that's room one.

Room one.

And the other one is room two.

And what happened?

I was sitting there and I heard .... my
door was open at the time and I heard nim
say, w Somenody help me please..	 And it
was ... and then it was said by one of
the officers I don't know which one, he
was in the hallway and, I heard one of
the officers say, Isn't that the guy on
the brid ge said.

The detective said, what?

Isn't that what the guy on the bridge,
said.'

Where was this detective, at?

He was in the hallway, I couldn't see
h I

What tone of voice did Mr. Gray have when
he made that comment?

He sounded like, he was crying.

Like he was crying?

Yes.

Did you hear anything of an unusual
nature while you were in interviewroom
two, besides Mr. Grey saying this?

not that I can recall.

No? When during this process that we
were just talking about on our interview,
when did all this take place? Like
before the first interview that you had
or at the end of
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C	 1R. CL..ErfOiS;	 ... it was after.

CT FIL'ELSlIANN:	 After what?

MR. CLE1ONS:	 it was after the first interview. I was,
it was after I was put into a holding
c1i	 I was put into a holding cell on
the same floor within the same oft'ice
area where ....

SOT. HUEL9IANN	 .... in homicide?

Ml'. CLEHONS:	 Yes.

SOT. 'HUE-C. MANN:	 In the Homicide Division?

MR. CLEHONS:	 Yes. I was put throught a holding cell
temporarily holding cell, wnatever

thew call it.

SOT. HUELSMAN:	 After the second interview?

MR. CLEMONS:	 Yes. It was after I was interrogated.
And then I was taken to interrogation
room two. He was in interrogation room
one. At this time that is when I heard
the cry out, 'Somebody help me please.

SOT. ICUELSMANM:	 What room were you in during the first
interview?

i'IR CLEMONS:	 Interrogation room one.

SGT. IIUELSMANN:	 One? What room were you in during the
second interview?

MR. CLr1ONS

&:T. HUELSMANN;

MR. CLEMONS:

SOT. HUELSMANt

MR. CLDIONS:

Same room.

Same room? When were you taken out of
theni?

After the second interview.

After the second interview, so what you
heard Mr. Gray say, was after the secona
interview?

Yes.

And you were in interview room number two

L
MR. CLL.MQNS:
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¶3CT. lUELStSAriN: 	 at that point?

IR. CI_EMON:	 And (inauci)Ie) ... it	 sorrlet.hinq else I
want to state about . . - - Interview room
one. Like tie pacs on the walls? You
Can ee knucIe prints on it, in the
pacr.

From your incident or prior incidents?

I guess from prior incidents. You can
look at them and tell they are knuckle
pr I nt.

Is that aout all?

yes

This will conclude the re-interview of
Mr. CIernons	 The time is 4:29 p.m.

SGT.  HUE L3 MANN

MR. fL.E.i1ONS:

SOT. 1 ILIEL.SMANN:

hR. CI..1M0NS:

SOT. HUELSMANN:

1)07391
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